Summer Reading Challenge 2023
Children’s Week 7:
Heroes and Villains

Today I am Strong
By: Nadiya Hussain

Once Upon A Dragon’s Fire
By: Beatrice Blue

The Witchling’s Wish
By: Lu Fraser

Becoming A Good Creature
By: Sy Montgomery

Super Hero Gran
By: Timothy Knapman

Good People Everywhere
By: Lynea Gillen

Bo The Brave
By: Bethan Woollvin

Hidden Figures
By: Margot L. Shetterly & Winifred Conkling
Malala’s Magic Pencil  
By: Malala Yousafzai

She Persisted  
By: Chelsea Clinton

What Makes A Hero  
By: Pamela Bobowicz

The Blur  
By: Minh Le